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QUESTION 1

A service developer is creating a service that will be used by mobile clients. Which piece of advice should the developer
consider while designing it? 

A. Design for next generation interfaces to ensure that their services will not need to change in the future. 

B. Carefully choose the implementation language and the monitoring capabilities. 

C. Consider the interface types, payloads types, and security approaches which are easily consumed by mobile
devices. 

D. Create services that are arcane in nature to enhance the security of the services. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two methods allow you to update a MAF application without reinstalling the application? 

A. Use the standard customization mechanism provided by JDeveloper and Oracle Metadata Service 

(MDS) to customize AMX application feature artifacts and metadata files. 

B. Use the Configuration Service to configure the end points used by the web services and loginconnections accessed
by the MAF application. 

C. Configure the MAF application to accept pushnotifications sent over the Apple Push Notification Service (APNs) and
GoogleCloud Messaging (GCM) by the Configuration Service. 

D. Create a new MAF application from an existing one by first packaging the original MAF application as a Mobile
Application Archive (.maa) file and then, by deriving a new mobile application from this file. 

E. Retrieve an URL from the end user through the user interface and
callAdfmfJavaUtilities.overrideConnectionPropertyto update the end point for a connection. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

If you want to create your own custom Springboardrather than use the out-of-the-boxone, which two artifacts would you
need to create? 

A. unbounded task flow 

B. feature 

C. AMX page 

D. menu items 
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E. side bar 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to select the appropriate security policy to apply to a SOAP web service data control. The web
service is accessed over HTTPS. In addition,the web service calls must use the same single sign-on infrastructure as
the other web applications deployed on the network. That way, users will not have to authenticate again if they navigate
between remote URL features and AMX features making web service calls. 

Which policy would you choose? 

A. oracle/wss_http_token_over_ssl_client_policy 

B. oracle/wss_username_token_client_policy 

C. oracle/soap_over_ssl_client_policy 

D. oracle/wss11_message_protection_client_policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What two features are common for unbounded task flows and bounded task flows in MAF? 

A. define managed beans 

B. support task flow input and output parameters 

C. support task flow return calls 

D. basis for an MAF feature 

E. define control flow cases between activities 

Correct Answer: DE 

A MAF AMX page can be referenced in both bounded and unbounded task flows, in which case actions outcomes from
both task flows are included in the Action selection list. 
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